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Abstract—In this paper Many researchers have investigated the development of protection
mechanisms in a mobile agent platform. However, the protection mechanisms provided
focused on protecting host resources from malicious agents. In these works suspicious
cooperating agents have to include protection mechanisms at the application level, which
makes the programming of agents a difficult task. In this paper, we proposed the use of
semantics for agents to define protection policies using an Interface Definition Language that
we have defined. Consequently, the agent application code and the definition of protection
policies can be done separately, thus enhancing modularity, and easing programming task.
The authentication of agents and the enforcement of their access control policies are done in a
transparent way to the agents' applications by our messaging system. as signatures continue to
play an important role in financial, commercial and legal transactions, truly secured
authentication becomes more and more crucial. to perform verification or identification of a
signature, several steps must be performed. Online signature verification has been shown to
achieve much higher verification rate than offline verification this paper proposes a novel
framework for online signature verification. Different from previous methods, our approach
makes use of online handwriting instead of handwritten images for registration. The online
registrations enable robust recovery of the writing trajectory from an input online signature
and thus allow effective shape matching between registration and verification signatures. In
addition, the online registrations enable robust recovery of the writing trajectory from an
input online signature and thus allow effective shape matching between registration and
verification signatures. in addition, the features have been calculated using 16 bits fixed-point
arithmetic and tested with different classifiers, such as hidden markov models, support vector
machines, and Euclidean distance classifier. We propose several new techniques to improve
the performance of the new signature verification rate system.
Keywords: Verification Rate, markov models, hand writing recognition, training data, testing
data. Registration,
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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of research highlighted the benefits of mobile agent technology for large-scale
Internet applications, such as distributed electronic commerce frameworks. Mobile agents
support resource aware computations; agent migration allows mobile agents to access
necessary services locally [1]. Therefore, expensive remote interactions, such as client–server
communication over a network, can be minimized. Once a mobile agent has been transferred
to a server, it may issue many requests locally at the server. In that way, the use of network
bandwidth can be reduced significantly. Other advantages of mobile computations include the
support for offline operation, which allows users of mobile computing devices to minimize
their connection costs. As a model for distributed computing, mobile agents ease load
balancing and help to improve scalability and fault tolerance. Moreover, an agent-oriented
programming model facilitates the design and implementation of complex distributed systems
[2]. In order to enable agent mobility, dedicated execution environments mobile agent
systems have to be developed and to be deployed widely. For the success of a mobile agent
platform, a sound security model, portability, and high performance are crucial. Since mobile
code may be abused for security attacks (unauthorized disclosure and modification of
information, mobile agent platforms must protect the host from malicious agents, as well as
each agent from any other agent in the system. In order to support large-scale distributed
electronic commerce Applications, mobile agent systems have to be portable and to offer
good scalability and Performance [3]. Specifications and mobility of access rights. When an
agent moves, the access rights which are used for access control must move with the agent.
This gives the agent the possibility to cooperate with other agents on the visiting sites by
granting access rights mobile agents, access control lists are used to specify access rights [4].
Two approaches are used to specify and use the lists: in the first approach, as in Aglets and
Agents, access control list takes the form of a policy file on a destination. The policy file
specifies access policies for mobile agents on the local host resources.

Figure1.Overall Architecture of a Secure Mobile Agent Platform
As stated earlier, this approach is not appropriate for a dynamic environment like the mobile
agents [5]. We argue that an agent server cannot predict all the possible cooperation which
would take place among cooperating visiting agents.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Mobile-agents technology has emerged to build distributed computing over the Internet. A
mobile agent is a process with its own code and data that can migrate in the network from one
node (called agent server) to another to perform a specific task on behalf of their users.
Mobile agents representing different users on a global network can meet and interact with
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other agents while migrating in the network [6]. A mobile-agents platform is a distributed
middleware that is responsible to create, execute, migrate, send, receive and destroy mobile
agents. It also provides communication facilities between mobile agents. As mobile agents
are intended to be used over large scale distributed systems [7], security becomes an essential
issue to resolve. When received over the network by host servers, a mobile agent must not
access resources which it does not have authorization to. Receiving hosts need to have the
assurance that a received mobile agent is not malicious. Also, other mobile agents running on
the host servers need to have the assurance of whom they are communicating with and
consequently give appropriate access rights. Received by host servers, a mobile agent can
invoke objects exported either by the servers, or by other agents running on these servers [8].
In this context, protection has become an extremely important issue: nobody will use the
mobile-agent paradigm if there are no protection mechanisms which assure the host server
and other agents running on this server that the mobile agent will not damage information of
the server and of the other agents. Java [9] is probably the best known runtime environment
which provides facilities for implementing mobile-code based applications and protection
mechanisms. To allow dynamic exchange of access rights in a flexible way between
cooperating agents, we have proposed that agents use capabilities for access control [10]. In
this initial proposal of protection, the mobility characteristic of an agent was not considered.
In particular, when moving from one server host to another, an agent needs to carry its
capabilities with it and to export them for other agents running on the destination server.
3.OBJECTIVES
A mobile agent is a particular class of agent with the ability during execution to migrate from
one host to another where it can resume its execution. It has been suggested that mobile agent
technology, amongst other things, can help to reduce network traffic and to overcome
network latencies [11]. The limited processing resources and power supply available to many
mobile devices are also arguments for mobile agents. Mobile agents could migrate to hosts
with sufficient resources. An agent's ability to move does, however, introduce significant
security problems [12]. Today in communication fields research is basically based on the
means to provide mobility. If we try to implement mobility then we need modifications in
hardware as well as software in existing system. For solving the software problems, a new
model is generated, mobile agent based communication system, but this system has still some
problems. In mobile agent based communication system there are many problems in networks
like low bandwidth, slow data rate and data’s are not secure because signals being available in
open.
5. EXPERIMENT & METHODOLOGY
A model of nested protection domains.the kernel maintains a tree hierarchy of agents and service
components. Each agent and service executes in a protection domain of its own, called a sealed object
or seal for short. Apart from resource limitations, a parent seal may create an arbitrary number of
children seals. The root of the tree hierarchy is the Root Seal, which is responsible for starting system
services. The Root Seal reads a XML[13] configuration file describing the service infrastructure to be
created. Due to a generic configuration format, each service may specify its own set of configuration
parameters (nested parameter structures are supported as well). Root Seal executes a well defined
service registration protocol, where each service seal registers its interfaces in a local naming service
maintained by shows some frequently used service seals: The network service receives mobile agents
from other hosts and allows to send them out again. Depending on the application, the network
service may implement some protocols to authenticate remote hosts. Furthermore, it is possible to
install different network services in the same platform, which may be important if multiple mobile
agent applications execute within a single installation.
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Figure.1mobile Security System Model
The JDBC API is a Java API that used at server side to establish a communication between
java and database. With the help of JDBC API user can execute SQL statements in java program,
retrieve the fetched results and modify data sources to update database in java JDBC Driver Manager
Object class is used to provide connection between java application and JDBC driver [14]. The Driver
Manager is very small in size and simple to operate and its very important function in the JDBC
architecture JDBC provides these three programming activities.JDBC includes following components The
JDBC API: -that provides access method in java by which we access data from relation database
management system. The JDBC API can operate in distributed or heterogeneous environment by
connecting multiple data source. All API’s are either in java.sql or javax.sql.package. we can use
Aglet for mobile agent communication and our platform is Tahiti. server is providing GUI
(Graphical User Interface) that is used as default user interface to the user. Tahiti presents a main
window with a menu bar a list of running agents and toolbar. On the mobile Platform, there is static
mobile agent by which we add Security thread in Dynamic mobile agent. So static mobile agent
have following tasks[15] . Find out authentication key for dynamic mobile agent Encrypt dynamic
mobile agent (Algorithms describe above) Find out MD5 of Dynamic mobile agent Create a
GUIplatform by which dynamic mobile agents authenticate each other and check that authentication.
Migrate dynamic mobile agent to a given destination And last display result which will get by mobile
agent. KDC is just like a central server that provides the authentication passwords for all
mobile agents.

Figure.2.The Authentication Passwords For All Mobile Agents.
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The agent migration consists of the following steps [1, 2, 15].
a) Serialization of the agent state.
b) Retrieval of the sender agent server’s private key and digital certificate, and the digital
certificates of owner and writer from the local key store.
c) Creation of an object signature to be used to sign the agent.
d) Initialization of the signature object with the server private key.
e) Updating the signature object using the agent’s state for encoding.
f) Production of the signature of the mobile agent using the signature object from step d).
g) Construction of a message which includes the agent’s state, code, signature and the
(owner, sender, writer)’s digital certificates and sending of the above message to the
destination agent server using a TCP/IP connection.
h) Destruction of the agent in the origin agent server.
i) Reception of the message in the destination agent server and creation of a new thread for
the execution of the agent.
j) De-serialization of the agent’s state.
k) Checking the digital certificates validity
Configuration file has to set where the path of the Input or Output jar/war/class files is
mentioned. On running the ProGuard jar, this configuration file will be read to fetch for the
input and output.
6. RESULT

Figure 3.show the working of proguard jar file which is used to obfuscate the Java class files.
proguard.pro: is the configuration file which consists of input and output files which is used
to obfuscate. This test is taking .zip file as input, this zip file consists of some class file which
need to obfuscate, and the rt.jar is a jar(Java Archive) file where the result, the obfuscated
class files, are kept.
The measurements in Table1represent the execution time of the Java methods dealing with
digital signature manipulation and key store access. We observe that the signature
verification is the most expensive operation. The verification algorithm, as implemented by
the Java Sun.
Table1 represent the execution time of the Java methods
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PROTECTION COMPONENT
PRIVATE KEY
KEY,CERIFICATES
RETRIVAL

μs

μs

4.10

5.02

AGENT SIGNATURE CVRU

0.67

.67

AGENT SIGNATURE
CERTIFICATES VALIDATION
PUBLIC KEYS RETRIEVAL

8.70

8.84

2.54

3.2

DIGITAL CERTIFICATES
VERIFICATION
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
CVR
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION

0.44

0.44

0.87

2.63

50.2

57.3

security provider, uses the signature and the public key of the signer to verify that the
signature has been produced by a corresponding private key. the protection overhead is
important in case of migration of a minimal agent. We observed an overhead of 182% on a
minimal agent migration performance when protection is used. The cost of a minimal agent
migration did not compensate the protection overhead which is mainly due to security
function used for protection. As the agent size increases, the overhead decreases to 45%. It is
obvious that secure mobile agent platform is interesting for mobile agents deployed in largescaled environments. The protection overhead would compensate the agents migration and
local cooperation can take place securely..
7. DISSCUTATION AND CONCLUSATION
We have proposed the framework of security architecture for Mobile agent based
communication, along with partial implementation of the system. The design is quite general, so
that it can be easily integrated into other mobile agent systems. More over our focus is over an
application-layer security for agent based communication to provide end to end
authentication and data confidentiality between mobile agents. We have suggested two- way
authentication protocol to authenticate mobile agents. This solution can be implemented in
aglet (Java based technology) without any changes in underlying protocols and mobile agent
communication infrastructure. Transparency enhances the usability issues of nowadays userlevel complex security solutions Usability The security mechanisms should not be too much
time-consuming or difficult to use. This decreases the productivity of the users who want to
use protection and the protection mechanisms end up by being abandoned or used
haphazardly introducing security holes to systems Assurance. The authentication mechanisms
should meet the non-repudiation security requirements. The sender and the receiver of the
mobile agents should not be able to deny sending or receiving agents.
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